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The Road to Authentic Vietnamese Street FoodThe Lemongrass, Ginger and Mint Vietnamese
Cookbook is your complete guide to preparing authentic Vietnamese street food at home. Split
into 8 chapters—each dedicated to one type of food—this Vietnamese cookbook makes it
simple for anyone to master Vietnamese street cuisine.Drawing on her experiences growing up
in northern Vietnam, author Linh Nguyen does more than just provide a comprehensive, easy-to-
use Vietnamese cookbook—she teaches readers about the unique place that food holds in
Vietnamese culture.The Lemongrass, Ginger and Mint Vietnamese Cookbook
includes:Authentic Recipes—From phở (noodle soup) to cuốn (rolls), master 75 mouthwatering
recipes of dishes that are at the heart of Vietnamese cuisine.The Whole Story—Complete
guides for herb selection, storage, handy tools, and more make it easy to prepare traditional
Vietnamese delights at home.A Taste of History—Discover the soul of Vietnam as Linh Nguyen
shares her experiences growing up in Vietnam, as well as the history of her recipes.Master true
Vietnamese flavors with the Lemongrass, Ginger and Mint Vietnamese Cookbook.

About the AuthorLINH NGUYEN is the creator of the Vietnamese cooking blog IndieChine.com.
Originally from northern Vietnam, she went to school in New York and now lives in the coastal
town of Hội An. Linh’s recipes are inspired by her favorite childhood meals and closeness to
nature, inspiring her cooking motto: “Let the fresh ingredients speak for themselves.”--This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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AuthorIntroductionIf you’re able to enjoy your food and your sleep, you’ll be as happy as an
angel.—VIETNAMESE SAYINGI was born in Vietnam, in a small rural northern town 20 miles
from the capital city of Hanoi. It was the mid-1980s, a time of widespread food scarcity. Meat,
rice, fish sauce, soy sauce, and even wood for cooking were not sold, but instead distributed to
each household based on the number and ages of family members. For the first few years of my
life, my family received a monthly child ration—two pounds of rice and a quarter-pound of pork—
to feed me for an entire month. Our family’s life depended on the so-called “family rice book” my
mom would bring to the food counter every month to get our rice allowance. There’s a
Vietnamese saying dating back to those days: “To be as desperate as if you’ve lost your family
rice book.” In fact, my mom lost her rice book once, and it felt like the very end of the world until
somebody found it and was kind enough to return it to her. My mom still recalls that story from
time to time, and says that experience was harder than any other sorrows or nightmares in her
life. Back then, a bowl of fluffy rice was truly a luxury for many families.Despite our
circumstances, I was a happy child. In retrospect I realize it didn’t make much difference
because I didn’t know that I was poor, or that anyone else was richer. My childhood memories
are filled with my grandparents’ love and our wonderful natural surroundings. In the 1980s, many
families in the countryside followed the V-A-C model, short for vườn-ao-chuồng, or “garden-
pond-cages.” My grandparents had a big garden to grow vegetables and fruit trees, a pond to
raise fish and water hyacinth (used as pig fodder), and land for pigs and chickens. My
grandparents came from families of good cooks. They couldn’t afford to buy food in the market,
but because of their excellent cooking, fishing, and foraging skills and the abundance of fresh
ingredients in our garden and pond, they made mouthwatering vegetable, shrimp, and crab
dishes. We had chicken as well, although that was a special treat offered just a few times a year.
I learned from my grandmother, a resourceful tailor, that the most basic ingredients can make a
delicious and nutritiously balanced meal. From my grandfather, a retired army official who had
spent years marching in jungles and was used to food scarcity, I learned that though sometimes
you might be missing an ingredient or two—or in our case, too many—you can still be creative
and make the most of what you have. One time my grandfather even caught a big snake near
our pond and turned it into very delicious snake patties!Like many Vietnamese families at the
time, we didn't own a camera. Once a year on my birthday, my mom and I would dress up and



have our photo taken. My mom was wearing an áo dài, a traditional Vietnamese dress that my
aunt had lent her.Like everyone else in the country at the time, my grandparents were poor, but
because of this, they placed great emphasis on cooking delicious traditional food for special
occasions like Tết (Vietnamese New Year) and important anniversaries. “You don’t get to cook it
very often, so when you get to cook it, you have to cook it well,” my grandmother explained.
Cooking traditional dishes was a ritual, and eating them a celebration. From all those years living
with my grandparents, the most valuable lesson I learned was that making delicious food for
your beloved ones is a pure joy, and watching them enjoy the food you made generates
contagious happiness. I knew this from watching my grandparents’ faces as they served us.I
started to get really into cooking when I moved to Hanoi for college and lived there for the next
eight years. I cooked for myself almost every day (I didn’t have a fridge) and became inspired by
the alluring food scene in Hanoi. Just a few steps out of my house were food baskets, stands,
stools, and people eating everywhere—from big roads and sidewalks to back alleys and corners.
I promised myself that when I got a job, I would spend my first month’s salary eating my way
through my neighborhood.A typical street food vendor in Vietnam with large bamboo baskets
and low stools that serve both as seats and "dining tables."It was during my years in Hanoi that I
learned how to cook different kinds of Vietnamese noodle soups. Some of my roommates and
close friends were excellent cooks, and I learned a lot about cooking from their stories, tricks,
and tips. I also learned from the street vendors who sold me food over the years. I began cooking
noodle soup at home for gatherings with my friends and realized that the process was not as
intimidating as it had seemed at first. My cousin, a very discriminating food lover, believed that
with my broth quality I could sell noodles for a living, and promised that he would buy me two
bamboo baskets and help me set them up on a sidewalk near his house.That idea never
materialized because I eventually moved to New York for grad school. In the first postcard I sent
to my mother from New York, I shared with her the joy and relief of seeing fresh herbs and
chubby mangos everywhere. Cooking a Vietnamese meal in New York was easy; except for
some exotic herbs, ingredients were available in many grocery stores and on Ebook Library. At
first I thought it was just New York, but as I traveled around the country, I found out that authentic
Vietnamese food was available in many places with larger Vietnamese communities, like cities in
California, Virginia, and Seattle. The more I explored the culinary diversity of New York, the more
deeply I came to understand and appreciate the uniqueness of Vietnamese food, with its
delicious simplicity and harmony of fresh ingredients. I often cooked for international friends and
introduced Vietnamese food in cultural workshops that I taught to primary school children in the
city. It was so fulfilling to share my love and pride for Vietnamese food and culture that I was
inspired to start a food blog a month before moving back to Vietnam. On my blog, Indiechine,
I’ve shared family recipes and stories from my childhood in the northern countryside, recipes I
learned from street food vendors and friends in Hanoi, and my own creations inspired by the
diversity in dynamic New York and historic Hội An, Vietnam, my current home.To me,
Vietnamese cooking is as relaxing and enjoyable as engaging in art. And as with many art



practices, you need the basics (in this case ingredients and tools) to make your own creations.
You also need to know the authentic dish before making any variations. The good thing about
Vietnamese cooking is that most dishes revolve around several basic principles, and the rest is
highly adaptable. This book covers the most popular dishes, explains the principles and
techniques behind them, and presents ideas for combining ingredients to enhance their flavors.
Vietnamese cooking is about simplicity and flexibility, so no matter where you live and
regardless of your cooking level, you’ll be able to enjoy a fresh plate of Vietnamese salad and a
steamy bowl of noodle soup. As many Vietnamese people say, “If you want to eat, get your feet
to the stove.” With this book, you’ll be able to do so with confidence!Chapter OneTHE FLAVORS
OF VIETNAMNo matter how badly God wants to punish you, he should not do it when you’re
eating.—VIETNAMESE SAYINGEating is a vital part of life for Vietnamese people. It even shows
itself in our casual daily language. The verb ăn, which means “to eat,” is present in many action
verbs. For example, to dress is to “eat dress” (ăn mặc), to speak is to “eat speak” (ăn nói), to live
is to “eat live” (ăn ở), to steal is to “eat steal” (ăn trộm). The list goes on. Also, the Vietnamese
word for tummy is a metaphor for sincerity—the equivalent of heart in English. From “the bottom
of one’s heart” would be “from the bottom of one’s tummy” in Vietnamese (từ đáy lòng); to
change one’s tummy means to have a change of heart (thay lòng đổi dạ); to understand
someone’s tummy means to understand them very well (hiểu rõ bụng dạ nhau); to not have the
tummy to do something is to not have the heart to do something (chẳng còn bụng dạ nào). Now,
can you guess what “kind-hearted” would be in Vietnamese? Yes, it’s “kind tummy” (tốt bụng)!
So don’t worry if Vietnamese people comment on your tummy, and be proud if they say you have
a good one!Long story short: We take eating seriously, from the bottom of our tummy. Eating is
time-honored and robust in our lexicon, on our streets, and, as you’ll soon discover for yourself,
in our kitchens.REGIONAL TASTESWhen I was seven years old, my grandparents moved from
northern to southern Vietnam to help my uncle start a cashew farm. I didn’t see them again until
three years later, when my mother and I boarded a southbound train that took three days and
two nights to cross the country. I spent most of my time looking out the train’s wire-mesh window,
feeling as if I was moving from one fairy kingdom to another. The trees, the soil, the sand, and
the sea changed their colors as the train brought us farther south. It started with the familiar and
endless velvety rice fields and green mountains in the northern provinces. Then came yellow
deserted land, marble and rock mountains, emerald sea, and red soil in the central provinces.
When we began to see far-stretching orchards where tree branches were low, heavy, and bright
with chubby red rambutan and dragon fruits, my mom told me that we had almost reached our
final southern stop.I later learned that the diverse geography (and consequently, climate and
culture) I had seen on that train ride accounts for the differences in the taste and seasoning of
each region’s food. The North, the oldest inhabited area, with its fertile land and strategic
geography protected by many big rivers and mountain ranges, has been home to numerous
Vietnamese capital cities. Hanoi, the current capital, is more than a thousand years old. The
city’s longheld proximity to the ruling elites influenced northern cuisine’s tendency toward an



elegant and refined taste. Typical examples of northern food include the clean but sophisticated
phở (noodle soup) and bánh cuốn (steamed rice crêpes). For many people, myself included,
these two dishes are favorites for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and even late-night snacks.Regional
Foods of VietnamBy contrast, the central region of Vietnam is known for food that is so spicy, we
say it can tear off your tongue. In ancient times, this region was part of the Indochinese Champa
Kingdom that had a strong connection to the Indian subcontinent, hence the spiciness
reminiscent of typical Indian food. The people in this region known for its long coastline are
fishermen who rely on the sea for a living. Traditional Vietnamese feng shui wisdom says that
these people must eat hot or spicy food to keep their body warm against sea water and wind,
thereby balancing complementary “yin” and “yang” energies. Both theories make sense to me.
When my husband and I first relocated here, we were not used to the heat of this region’s food.
Anybody watching us eat in a restaurant would have thought we were having a breakup meal—
the chili made us cough and sweat profusely.Southern Vietnam, known for its multicultural blend
of Vietnamese, Khmer, Cham, and Chinese influences, is blessed with beautiful tropical weather
all year round and fertile land fortified by the Mekong River. This region features its tropical fruits
like coconut, tamarind, and pineapple in cooking, and the food here tends to be on the sweeter
side compared to the other two regions. Southern chè (Vietnamese-style pudding) and premium
quality fruits are well loved throughout our entire country.ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS OF
VIETNAMESE DISHESVietnam is a country of 90 million people and 54 ethnic groups, so
naturally there are vast differences in eating habits and local produce that I’m not able to fully
cover within the scope of this book. However, foods in all three regions are consistent in many
aspects because of Vietnam’s water rice farming tradition. No matter where one lives in Vietnam,
cuisine always contains the essential components of rice, vegetables and herbs, fish sauce, and
a harmony between flavors and medicinal properties.Rice is so important to the Vietnamese that
it is synonymous with the word “meal.” In social interaction, instead of “How are you?” we greet
our friends and acquaintances by saying “Did you eat rice yet?” In the Vietnamese kitchen,
steamed rice (cơm) is the most popular variety, eaten every day at home, but there are also rice-
based noodles (phở and bún) and rice starch dishes (bánh), usually enjoyed out on the street.
And Vietnamese rice culture is so rich that the many names given to it depend on the growing
stage of the plant, whether it has husks, whether it’s cooked or uncooked, and many other
factors.Fresh turmeric, short bananas (bananitos), and pandan leaves in a vegetable stall in the
market.But a meal can’t be made from rice alone. An old Vietnamese idiom goes, “A meal
without vegetables is like a disease without cure.” It wouldn’t be a Vietnamese meal without
vegetables and fresh herbs. In fact, to the Vietnamese, vegetables and herbs are one and the
same—we call herbs “fragrant vegetables.” Since vegetables are a main part of our meal,
Vietnamese people for generations have placed great emphasis on seasonal eating to make
sure we take advantage of the most delicious vegetables available. I remember my mom
scolding my dad for buying water spinach, a summer vegetable, in the fall.Traditionally, pork and
chicken were reserved for big celebrations. Our main source of protein came from the water, with



fish being the most popular option. Besides rice and vegetables, a Vietnamese meal included
fish, shrimp, and crabs, depending on the availability and season. That has changed now that
chicken, pork, and beef are more available, but rice is still essential and vegetables remain a
priority.Another vital component of Vietnamese food is mắm. Mắm is fermented preserved
anchovy, shrimp, or crab, which in its original state looks like a paste. Of the many different
varieties of mắm, the most popular is nước mắm or fish sauce. Nước mắm means “liquid mắm”
because it has been filtered to produce a pure liquid. We use it as a dipping sauce or salad
dressing, and to add depth and umami (savory) flavor to many dishes. Older folks say a typical
Vietnamese meal is truly a gift from nature, with rice and vegetables sourced from our precious
soil, and fish and shrimp from our generous waters.Drive-thru, Vietnamese-style. A family pulls
up to a street vendor to pick up a bite to eat. This scooter holds an entire family of four, including
a baby sitting on a stool in the front.STREET FOOD CULTUREAnother important type of
Vietnamese food, one that is more internationally known and that makes us very proud, is our
street food. Unlike places in the world where street food is associated with simple fast food,
Vietnam’s street food often includes complex traditional dishes such as different kinds of noodle
soups or snacks and desserts made from rice flour. Up until the late 1990s, Vietnamese street
food was considered too labor-intensive, complicated, and expensive to make at home. The
base ingredient for many of these dishes is freshly ground flour made from rice soaked in water
overnight. Today this is easy to make by machine, but it used to be much harder when people
had to mill the rice by hand. I know how difficult it was because my grandparents had to grind
flour with a heavy stone mill. It took them more than half a day just to prepare the flour. Broth for
noodle soup seemingly took forever as well, since people used wood fires that required
someone to tend the flame for hours. I know this firsthand as I cooked with wood and dry leaves
for five years before switching to coal (see Life in the Vietnamese Countryside).Because of all
that time and effort, street food has always been a special treat. Price was also an issue;
although it was not expensive, people generally had little money. Vietnamese language has a
term for eating street food: ăn quà, which literarily means “eat presents.” Indeed, street food was
once considered a fancy present. Phở and chicken porridge were considered special food that
only sick people got to eat. When I was small, I would sometimes pretend to be sick so my mom
would buy me phở.Much has changed in recent years, and street food has become more
affordable. People can eat it from early morning to late into the night, for main meals or snacks.
Modern restaurants offer a greater selection, but when it comes to traditional noodle soup and
bánh, most still opt for street vendors who have been cooking a single dish to perfection every
day of their lives, and whose families have been doing so for generations.Food vendors,
especially those who sell their products in the early morning, carry two baskets on a bamboo rod
balanced across their shoulders. Ingredients—and sometimes even the whole stove and pot—
are in one basket, while stools, bowls, and chopsticks are in the other. Some vendors still walk
around like they did in the old days when vehicles were rare, but usually they go to their usual
spot on a sidewalk or street corner. They often start selling as early as 5:00 a.m. because



Vietnamese people have the habit of eating breakfast on the street. Diners might sit on tiny
stools around a street vendor, those two big bamboo baskets, and a steaming pot. Their food is
either in their hand or on a “table,” usually another stool. Vendors who sell food on the sidewalk
in front of their house often set up communal tables, but space is still limited, especially at
popular places. It’s common to see people sitting close to each other as if they were couples, or
sharing a table as if they were friends, but more often than not they’re strangers. We Vietnamese
like that—not necessarily the squeezing in and sitting so close to someone, but rather the lively
atmosphere of enjoying our food while others enjoy theirs alongside us.While a street vendor in
Vietnam usually sells one specific kind of food, in America, and overseas in general,
Vietnamese street food dishes tend to be part of a bigger menu in restaurants. Though these
dishes sometimes taste authentic, many people I know, including myself when I lived in New
York City, choose to cook traditional street food dishes at home. With the aid of modern kitchen
equipment, the cooking process is not as time-intensive as in Vietnam. To illustrate, several
years ago in Vietnam I watched my uncle make a dish using a really heavy stone mortar and
pestle. I asked him how long the mixture should be pounded. He explained, “Pound it constantly
until your arms fall off five times.” In America, you can just hit a button and let the food processor
do the work for you.Another reason we cook our street food at home while living overseas is that
we can have it whenever we crave it. In Vietnam, a bowl of phở is just a few steps away, be it
5:00 a.m. or midnight. When I was in New York, a bowl of phở or bún would involve a 45-minute
train ride, two transfers, and a 15-minute walk, along with the fact that I had to wait until
lunchtime to satisfy my breakfast craving.VIETNAMESE FOOD PHILOSOPHIESBe it in home
cooking or street food, the traditional Vietnamese approach is that ingredients must complement
each other to create a balance between yin (cold) and yang (hot). When selecting an ingredient,
we look for spices that complement it, thereby keeping the harmony. The result of that harmony
is a healthy and delicious dish. Younger generations do not really know much about this theory,
but we can still make the right decisions when combining ingredients and spices because
knowledge of complementary pairs has been passed down to us by our parents and
grandparents. For example, seafood belongs to the cold (yin) group, so we usually eat it with
ginger, which is considered hot (yang). Scientifically, seafood is very rich in protein, which might
be difficult to digest, so we need ginger, which aids digestion. Plus, according to Vietnamese
folklore, ginger also helps those with mild seafood allergies tolerate it better.Vietnamese
harmony also applies to flavors and nutritional content, and is reflected in the different
ingredients in a dish and the different dishes in a meal. For example, a meal should balance
carbohydrates, water, fiber, protein, and fat. In terms of flavors, a meal is usually a combination
of sweet, sour, spicy and salty. This may sound complicated, but in fact this combination can be
found in very simple dishes. For example, a bowl of phở provides all five nutritional values:
carbohydrates from rice noodles, water from broth, fiber from herbs and onions, protein from
meat, and fat from bone marrow. A simple dipping sauce is also a harmony of fish sauce, sugar,
lime juice or vinegar, chiles, and garlic—a delightful combination that can make plain steamed



vegetables a lot more flavorful.Vietnamese food is also about flexibility. You might notice that in
Vietnamese restaurants, you are offered fish sauce, chiles, lime wedges, and a plate of mixed
herbs so you’re free to spice your dish to your personal taste. If your broth needs more salt, add
some fish sauce; if it’s too salty, add some lime. Chiles and mixed herbs are all your choice, and
of course you can skip an option if you don’t fancy it. Similarly, in a home-cooked meal, soup,
rice, meat, and vegetables are served with a bowl of fish sauce in the center so you have the
freedom to eat and combine however you like.VIETNAMESE PANTRYWhen I was living with my
grandparents in the northern countryside, my grandmother had a spice shop or, to be exact, two
bamboo baskets of spices to sell in the market. In the course of preparing her spices for market,
she started teaching me about spices when I was very small. My pantry now has more items
than my grandmother’s, but the spices are basically the same as those stored in our kitchen
more than 20 years ago.Also essential to Vietnamese cuisine are soft-leaf herbs, and the
requirement that we include many kinds of raw herbs with every meal makes our cuisine unique.
Herbs not only enhance the flavors of other ingredients and boost the aroma of the whole dish,
but also contain valuable medicinal properties. A big plate of mixed herbs is a standard part of
many dishes, especially those containing bún (rice vermicelli), bánh (rice-based sweet treats),
and cuốn (rolls). We also like to add chopped herbs to soup and salads before serving. Herbs
are believed to aid digestion and provide medical benefits related to their effect on yin and yang,
or the coldness and hotness of a meal, by counteracting extremes for optimum health.All the
herbs, spices, dried foods, and condiments in the following section are available in Asian
grocery stores. Some common herbs like cilantro, mint, and dill are available in all supermarkets.
Specialty spices are also available on Ebook Library.Soft-Leaf HerbsBASIL With its trademark
purple stems, Vietnamese basil is the same as Thai or Asian basil. Basil is one of the most
important herbs in Vietnamese cooking, often used in salads and as part of a mixed herb plate.
You can substitute the more familiar Italian basil.CILANTRO Cilantro contributes a flavor that
most westerners will recognize from Mexican dishes like salsa. Cilantro is used in Vietnamese
cooking in much the same way to provide a pleasant herbal, piquant taste for dishes or herb
plates.DILL Dill is another popular herb in the West, and it pairs well with fish in Vietnamese
cooking just as in Western cooking.Top row, left to right: Shiso leaves; rice paddy herb; saw-
tooth/saw-leaf herb. Bottom row, left to right: Vietnamese balm; Vietnamese coriander;
lemongrass.MINT Mint is often served on a big plate of washed herbs to be added to bites of
many different types of dishes, or rolled into a wrap with meat and rice vermicelli.PERILLA LEAF
(SHISO) This fragrant herb related to the mint family has a sharp but pleasant flavor. It’s usually
part of a mixed herb plate. It also pairs well with fish and is added to porridge to treat a
cold.RICE PADDY HERB (NGO OM) This herb is often included in a mixed herb plate, and is
also used in seafood soup. It provides a spicy taste that is a bit like cumin and complements
many types of dishes.SAW-TOOTH/SAW-LEAF HERB Also known as culantro (not a typo!), it is,
as one of its names suggests, a saw-toothed herb with long leaves that has a strong but
pleasant taste. We often break it into pieces as we add it to noodle soups.VIETNAMESE BALM



This herb smells like a combination of lemon and mint. It’s usually added to salads and mixed
herb plates. It pairs very well with crispy fried tofu.VIETNAMESE CORIANDER (RAU RĂM) This
is also known as Vietnamese mint. Confusing, I know, but both names work when you do a web
search on this herb. It has a peppery flavor and is often served with poultry dishes.Hard Herbs
and RootsGINGER Ginger is a great accompaniment to poultry, fish, and beef. I also use ginger
juice mixed with salt water to wash duck and fish to get rid of any unpleasant smell. Charred
ginger and shallot are nice to have in broth because of their lovely aroma.LEMONGRASS
Lemongrass has a wonderful therapeutic aroma (it is often used in Vietnamese spas), plus it
aids digestion. We use it for tea, in broth, and to marinate meat. The stalk of lemongrass has to
be bruised to release the oil before using. A meat hammer is useful for bruising lemongrass
stalks.SHALLOTS Shallots are a must-have in a Vietnamese pantry. They’re an important
ingredient in many stir-fry dishes and soups, and in marinades for meat and fish. I also make
Crispy Fried Shallots for salads, porridge, omelets, and fried rice toppings.GARLIC Along with
shallots, garlic is another Vietnamese pantry staple. Garlic is important in not only marinades,
stir-fries, and braised dishes, but also in the signature sweet and sour salad dressing and
dipping sauce.Keeping Herbs FreshMost Vietnamese herbs are soft-leaf, which are much more
difficult to preserve than hardier herbs like rosemary and thyme. To keep them fresh in the
refrigerator, it’s important to make sure that they’re dry and in an airtight container. I usually pick
off the dead leaves and stems, wrap the remainder in paper towels, and seal them in an airtight
zip-top bag. Sometimes I divide them into small individual portions and keep them in separate
bags. I keep herbs in the bottom of the refrigerator, where they usually last for a
week.SpicesFIVE-SPICE POWDER The Chinese introduced this powder to Vietnam long ago. It
contains cardamom, star anise, cloves, cumin, and cinnamon. I use this complex spice in
roasted pork, duck, and beef stews.TURMERIC Vietnamese cooks use turmeric in fish dishes to
enhance the color of the fish and eliminate the fishy smell. We also use it for natural food
coloring. Turmeric has great skin-healing properties, so many women eat dishes with turmeric
after giving birth. When an open wound starts to heal, we apply fresh turmeric juice on it to
prevent scars. Although I have turmeric in both fresh and powder forms, I find turmeric powder
easier to manage since fresh turmeric usually turns my spoon, cutting board, knife, and nails
yellow.BLACK CARDAMOM SEEDS This is one of the key spices in classic beef phở stock.
Vietnamese cuisine uses black cardamom in whole seed form as opposed to ground
cardamom, which is more common in Western baking. Black cardamom seeds are usually dry-
roasted in a pan before being added to beef phở stock.STAR ANISE These dry flowers are
another important spice in beef phở stock. They also need to be dry-roasted to release
fragrance before cooking.CINNAMON BARK/STICKS This is the third essential spice in the beef
phở spice trio. Just like the other two, cinnamon sticks should be dry-roasted in a pan to release
their wonderful aroma before adding to the stock. You can buy black cardamom seeds, star
anise, and cinnamon sticks separately or packaged together in a phở spice
mix.CondimentsFISH SAUCE (NUOC MAM) Fish sauce is Vietnam’s ubiquitous condiment,



used to season salad dressing and dipping sauce, to marinate meat, and to add to soup and
many other dishes right before serving to create a rich umami flavor. Nước mắm has gradations
of quality and flavor as complex as any wine or olive oil. Make sure you choose a bottle made
with anchovy (cá cơm) and salt only, as some lower-quality versions include unnecessary or
unhealthy additional ingredients. Learn more in Fish Sauces and Pastes.Top row, left to right:
Fish sauce; rice vinegar; soy sauce. Bottom row, left to right: Tamarind fruit; dried rice vermicelli
noodles; coconut milk.HONEY I often brush honey on barbecued meat to create a delicious
golden glaze, or just dip a fresh bánh mì baguette (see here) into it when I have a craving!RICE
VINEGAR I use rice vinegar interchangeably with freshly squeezed lime juice in the signature
Vietnamese sweet and sour sauce for rolls, salads, and some cold noodle dishes. It has a milder
taste compared to other kinds of vinegar and a lower acidity than Western grape- or wine-
derived vinegars.SOY SAUCE I like to use soy sauce to marinate thinly sliced beef before stir-
frying, as a dipping sauce for vegan dishes, with peanut sauce for fresh spring rolls, and as a
condiment in braised vegan dishes. There are tremendous differences in quality; for more
details, see Soy Sauces: Not All Created Equal.TAMARIND PASTE/PULP I use tamarind paste
to add a nice sourness to my southern-inspired Sweet and Sour Fish Soup. I also mix it in
southern-style dipping sauces and glazes. Before using, the paste has to be soaked in hot water
for about 15 minutes. Then you can use your hand to break it apart and strain the mixture. Make
sure to discard seeds, if any. Prepared pastes are also available at many Asian markets.Soy
Sauces: Not All are Created EqualThe most famous soy sauce in Vietnam is Bần soy sauce or
tương Bần, named after a small rural town in the north of Vietnam. Bần soy sauce is so delicious
and well known that it was once a specialty offered to kings. This soy sauce has a honey color, a
pleasant aroma, and a complex flavor with a sweet finish. It’s made in a time-intensive process
using premium-quality soy beans, the best glutinous rice, and salt, combined and then
fermented in carefully selected ceramic pots.How do I know so much about Bần soy sauce?
Well, Bần happens to be my hometown, and my father’s family has had a tradition of making soy
sauce for many generations. I knew those beautiful soy fields like the back of my hand, and I
used to love helping my grandparents make soy sauce, which we would package in cans and
sell on the road in front of my house.As you might imagine, I can be pretty picky when it comes
to soy sauce. When I was in the US, I couldn’t find any soy sauce of the Bần standard of quality,
but I was reasonably happy with Kikkoman’s naturally brewed soy sauce. The texture is different
from Vietnamese soy sauce because it has been filtered, but the flavor is harmonious with the
Vietnamese dishes that I’ve paired it with. Regular Kikkoman soy sauce has wheat in it, so if
you’re gluten-free, make sure to opt for their gluten-free version.Top row, left to right: Dried
shiitake mushrooms; glass noodles; rice flour. Bottom row, left to right: Rice papers; tapioca
pearls; tapioca starch.Other EssentialsCOCONUT MILK I use canned coconut milk in curry and
in Vietnamese pudding desserts to add a creamy texture. My go-to brand is Aroy-D.DRIED
MUSHROOMS (WOOD EAR OR SHIITAKE) I use these mushrooms as filling in fried rolls (Nem
Rán) and steamed crêpes (Bánh Cuốn). They have a crunchy texture and earthy flavor. Before



cooking, soak the dried mushrooms in hot water for 15 minutes, then wash and squeeze them to
remove excess water.DRIED PHO AND RICE VERMICELLI NOODLES In Vietnam, I buy fresh
noodles in the market, but dried noodles are usually the only kind available outside Asia. But I’m
happy to share with you my trick to making dried noodles taste exactly like fresh ones. First, soak
the dried noodles in a bowl of cool water for 30 to 40 minutes. In a large pot, bring a generous
amount of water to a boil over medium-high heat. Transfer the noodles to the boiling water and
cook for 5 minutes, stirring occasionally. Drain and immediately rinse the noodles under running
water to cool. Drain again for 10 to 15 minutes to let the noodles dry out a bit before serving. You
can keep boiled noodles in the refrigerator for a week. Before serving, boil the noodles again for
5 minutes and repeat the draining process.GLASS NOODLES These transparent noodles are
made from mung bean starch or canna starch. They’re used in noodle soup, usually with
chicken, and in this book I use them in fried roll fillings (chapter 2).OIL I use oil for stir-frying, pan-
frying, and deep-frying. Any mild oil will do, such as canola, peanut, sunflower seed, or light
sesame oil (not toasted sesame oil, which is used for seasoning rather than cooking).RICE I eat
steamed rice almost every day with meat and vegetable dishes like those you’ll see in chapter 8.
I often buy jasmine or sushi rice.RICE FLOUR AND GLUTINOUS RICE FLOUR I use these
products to make traditional Vietnamese bánh. Rice flour provides a crunchy texture, while
glutinous or sticky rice flour gives a chewy texture. It’s common to mix these two flours together.
For certain bánh dishes like Bánh Xèo and Bánh Cuốn, I use premixed packages for
convenience and certainty that I’m getting the ratios right.RICE PAPERS I use round rice paper
sheets for making all kinds of fried and fresh roll dishes. There are several different sizes, but I
recommend the ones that are around 8 inches in diameter. Smaller ones are slightly more
difficult to fold and roll, but they can still work well with a bit of extra patience and practice. To roll,
I quickly soak each rice paper sheet in a big bowl of lukewarm water so that it gets soft before
using. After a bit of practice, you’ll find just the right length of time to soak for the perfect wrapper!
TAPIOCA PEARLS Not to be confused with tapioca starch, tapioca pearls are an essential part
of Vietnamese desserts and Southeast Asian desserts in general.TAPIOCA STARCH Tapioca
starch is a common thickening agent in Vietnamese cooking, especially common in our
pudding.Life in the Vietnamese CountrysideWhen I was growing up in the late 1980s, we had
electricity only at certain hours of the day. We usually didn’t have electricity at night, so we used
oil lamps for lighting. In summer months it was the opposite. Power outages occurred from very
early morning until past midnight, largely because power demand would rise dramatically due to
the heat. Basically, we had just a few hours of electricity every day. We used to eat dinner on a
mat in our front yard because it was too hot and dark inside.Until I was 10 years old, my family
cooked with dry leaves, rice husks, straw, and wood. It was very common for people in the
countryside to cook with these materials. It’s like a campfire, but inside the kitchen. The
traditional Vietnamese kitchen was a small shed, built as a separate structure a few meters away
from the house in order to keep the heat and smoke away from the living areas. Gas stoves
didn’t exist back then. Even dry wood was not always available. (My mother had to wait in line for



hours to buy wood!) More affluent families in the city cooked with tiny kerosene stoves. In the
mid-1990s, coal was more widely available, so many families switched to a coal stove.My family
got a gas stove sometime around 2001, but we rarely used it and still relied on our coal stove.
Gas was expensive, so we used the gas stove only when we were too busy and didn’t have time
to start the fire on the coal stove. Even today, many houses in the Vietnamese countryside still
use wood stoves.Despite our limited resources, we were able to make delicious food—even
enough to share with those around us. Imagine what easy, tasty Vietnamese food you will make
with all of today’s handy tools at your disposal!COOKING TOOLSAs mentioned earlier,
Vietnamese cooking is all about flexibility and simplicity, and this is reflected in the tools we use.
Besides basics like a sauté pan or skillet, saucepans, and a stockpot, the following are the most
frequently used equipment and utensils in a Vietnamese kitchen.CHOPSTICKS The most
ubiquitous utensil in any Vietnamese cook’s kitchen is the humble chopstick. We are able to use
chopsticks for so many cooking tasks you’d be amazed. Vietnamese use these simple sticks to
pick, to flip, to stir, and to serve food. This is true whether they’re used in a boiling pot, over a hot
grill, or in a sauté pan.FINE-MESH SKIMMER You can use a spoon, but a small fine-mesh
skimmer works best to skim the foam off the top of your pot when making beef or chicken
stock.HEAVY MORTAR AND PESTLE A heavy mortar and pestle set, made of wood, stone, or
granite, is essential for prepping your aromatics. Pounding garlic, shallot, and ginger allows you
to release their fragrance far better than does chopping. Because it is difficult and expensive to
get a stand mixer or grinder in Vietnam, I also use my mortar and pestle to pound ground meat
into a fine, consistent paste when making sausage.KITCHEN SCISSORS Many Vietnamese,
and indeed many Asians, like to use scissors to cut cooked food. It might sound strange, but
once you see what a perfect tool scissors can be for cutting food, you’ll be converted, too. When
your food is chewy and super-hot, cutting with a knife can be a big challenge. Try scissors to cut
fried rolls, crêpes, and hot tofu when they are sizzling, fresh out of the pan.RICE COOKER If you
like rice but can’t seem to get the consistency right, I highly recommend purchasing a rice
cooker. A basic model costs only around $20 and will save you a lot of time. More importantly, it
creates a perfect bowl of rice every time, unlike the stove top method, which can be challenging
to get right. Many westerners are surprised to find out that a rice cooker works really well for
other cooking tasks like cooking beans and porridge or making hotpot (an Asian fondue) for a
table of hungry friends.TEA BALL This is a handy tool when you make phở. Putting spices in a
tea ball makes it convenient to remove them from the pot without having to fish around in the hot
broth with a spoon or sieve.
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paperandi, “Authentic recipes, great book, but NO PHOTOS.. I am loving this book! I’m
Vietnamese, & this is definitely authentic recipes of Vietman. Of course- different regions of
Vietnam will make it slightly different, but the basic is pretty much exactly the same.. I have made
the banh mi (the meat, radishes, & the butter), & I have also made the banh xeo. If there is any
fixing- it would be very minor depending on your taste buds..As I go through more dishes- I will
update this review!There is only one main complaint I have, & that is there are NO PICTURES of
any of the dishes except for the banh mi. So, if you’re not familiar with the names of dishes- you
would be out of luck unless you can try to search the photo on the internet!Update 8/30/17: tried
the Braised Baby Back Ribs (see photo). Was delicious! My husband killed it! I did down the
black pepper to 1/2 tsp cause my kids can’t handle the spice. I also left it as a whole piece of ribs
instead of chopping it into 1 1/2” pieces. But worked pratically the same & taste delicious!”

Resester, “More Than Just Recipes. I loved reading this book. It taught me so much more than
just great recipes. Linh starts off the book with a bit about her and the culture she grew up in,
teaching some Vietnamese words as she tells her story. She talks about her life as well as the
lives of her parents and grandparents, especially to demonstrate the importance of specific
foods like rice. Then she shares something I greatly appreciate: lists and details about the
common ingredients and tools you will need to cook the recipes in her book. Again, teaching but
also laying the foundation for the reader. That's the part that hooked me.Each recipe section of
the book comes with very easy to follow recipes, a brief history or personal stories about the
dish, and some of the words also in Vietnamese (which helps when shopping Asian markets and
ordering off a menu). The best part is that the extras do not distract from or clutter the recipe
space. It's all separated and easy to read each part.I was looking for a good source for
Vietnamese cuisine since I discovered my sensitive stomach tolerated it well and never caused
a flare up (UC). I'd only eaten it at restaurants and wanted to try making some of the dishes at
home with a plan to eventually try a month long challenge. My hope was that in changing my diet
to 100% Vietnamese for at least 20 days (up to 6mo) it would help heal my gut so reactions to
food are less often or, hopefully, the new cells would would be strong enough to tolerate healthy
foods I used to eat like beans, kale, cauliflower, chocolate, etc. Other considerations were
Mediterranean, Korean, vegan, and even just elemental as these have been proven to help heal
the body as a whole. So, as you can see, I was very interested in finding a good source for the
most tolerated food I've had.I am very thankful for this book and all its delicious recipes! Plenty
of variety for summer and winter meal plans. You won't regret adding this to your collection.”

Michael, “Authentic and amazing value. While not the glossiest of cookbooks which seems to be
just a modern trend anyway, this incredibly useful reference to completely authentic Vietnamese
is a must have if you are interested in this cuisine, and even if you have no experience of



Vietnamese cooking you will find that the style of the food is always healthy and nutritious. The
recipes are easy to follow with tips on how to source ingredients if you are not living in Viet Nam,
and the book has charming anecdotes of the author's life growing up with her extended family in
rural Viet Nam. And it is extraordinary value for money. If you love Vietnamese food, or you're an
avid cook, you must have it.”

Robert J. Crawford, “Good introduction, if a bit too simplified. As my partner loves Vietnamese
food, I bought this so that we could explore its cooking method together. This book is great for
that, but I think it is over-simplified. OK, it is not a yupped-out thing that demands too many
esoteric ingredients - we just wanted more about techniques and the specific ingredients, which
are covered but just not in the depth we wanted to go.Recommended. These recipes are easy
and quick without demands for too many exotic spice mixes.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love the recipes. I didn't know I was looking for this book until it popped
up on my screen. The authentic Vietnamese recipes are wonderful, especially the fresh
vegetable rolls. Very easy to make. I also like the stories about her growing up in the country and
the street vendors she bought from.”

Erica M., “Good book!. Fantastic look and feel of book! Recipes are easy to read and understand
even if you’re new to cooking. Ingredients can be accessible!”

Larissa, “ok. ok”

Ebook Library Reader, “Authentic Vietnamese Cookbook. Having lived in Vietnam for over a year
and loved the food, it was wonderful to find a cookbook that contained all of my favourite recipes
and each one authentic! Would definitely recommend...”

L. Pemberton, “Just like being there. Lovely book, with ingredients that can be sourced easily
enough in theUK.  Brings back the memory of my recent Vietnam trip.”

Ganga, “Tempting. Will certainly try out some of these recipes.”

The book by Linh Nguyen has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 189 people have provided feedback.
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